
 

Trauma and shopping: Post disaster
consumers value off brand, low cost goods

September 6 2016

Traumatic events have lasting influence on what products people desire
and purchase. When rebuilding and restocking an area that has been
affected by conflict or natural disaster, what traumatized individuals
value most is what is most practical and quick—even 50 years after the
traumatic incident. A new study published in Frontiers in Psychology
found strong consumer trends among those who experienced traumatic
events that offer insights into what store owners and aid providers can
stock to meet the needs of trauma-altered shoppers.

"Trauma can have affects that last a lifetime. Even 50 years after the 
traumatic experience, people still tend to prefer low cost products more
than brand name products," explains co-author Marc Rockmore, PhD, of
Clark University.

After tragedies such as intense combat or natural disasters, individuals
can be changed by the trauma. In this study, researchers analyzed a
survey of 355 World War II veterans who faced intense combat.
Responses showed that those who experienced intense, traumatic
combat, were less brand loyal, more price sensitive, less persuaded by
advertising, and more practical than their fellow veterans who
experienced less intense combat. In short, trauma seemed to mold them
into more frugal and practical shoppers.

"This study gives those providing relief or rebuilding after a disaster a
clear picture of what types of items to stock in stores," says co-author
Brian Wansink, PhD, Cornell Professor and author of Slim by Design,
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"In other words, skip the name brand gourmet soup and stock up on
inexpensive, off-brand variety."

  More information: Ozge Sigirci et al, How Traumatic Violence
Permanently Changes Shopping Behavior, Frontiers in Psychology
(2016). DOI: 10.3389/fpsyg.2016.01298
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